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The Perfet Mathing Polytope and Solid Briks �Marelo H. de Carvalhoufms, Campo Grande, Brasil andUniversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, Canada Cl�audio L. Luhesiuniamp, Campinas, BrasilU. S. R. MurtyUniversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, CanadaAbstratThe perfet mathing polytope of a graph G is the onvex hull of the set of inidenevetors of perfet mathings of G. Edmonds (1965) showed that a vetor x in REbelongs to the perfet mathing polytope of G if and only if it satis�es the inequalities:(i) x � 0 (non-negativity), (ii) x(�(v)) = 1, for all v 2 V (degree onstraints) and(iii) x(�(S)) � 1, for all odd subsets S of V (odd set onstraints). We are interested inthe problem of haraterizing graphs whose perfet mathing polytopes are determinedby non-negativity and the degree onstraints. (It is well-known that bipartite graphshave this property.) The appropriate ontext for studying this problem is the theory ofmathing overed graphs.An edge of a graph is admissible if there is some perfet mathing of the graphontaining that edge. A graph is mathing overed if it is onneted, has at least twoverties and eah of its edges is admissible. A ut C of a mathing overed graph Gis tight if jM \ Cj = 1 for every perfet mathing M of G, and is separating if eah ofthe two graphs obtained by shrinking a shore of C to a single vertex is also mathingovered. Every tight ut is a separating ut, but the onverse is not true. A non-bipartite mathing overed graph is a brik if it has no nontrivial tight uts and is asolid brik if it has no nontrivial separating uts. We show that the above-mentionedproblem may be redued to one of reognizing solid briks. (The omplexity status ofthis problem is unknown.) We inlude a brief aount of how we were led to solid briks,present some examples and a proof of a reent theorem of Reed and Wakabayashi.1 The Perfet Mathing PolytopeFor a graph G, as usual, RE denotes the set of all funtions from the edge set E of Ginto the �eld of reals. It is onvenient to think of the elements of RE as vetors whoseoordinates are indexed by the edges of G.We denote the set of all perfet mathings of a graph G by M and, for any M 2 M,the inidene vetor ofM by �M . The perfet mathing polytope of G, denoted by Poly(G),�Supported by npq, Brasil, by pronex/npq (664107/1997-4), by FUNDECT-MS(0284/01) and a Fel-lowship for the �rst author from the University of Waterloo, Canada.1



2 de Carvalho, Luhesi, and Murtyis the onvex hull of f�M : M 2 Mg. (For brevity, we shall refer to the perfet mathingpolytope simply as the mathing polytope).In a landmark paper, Edmonds (1965) gave a linear inequality desription of Poly(G).To present Edmonds' desription of Poly(G), we need the notion of a oboundary. For asubset S of the vertex set V , the oboundary of S is the set of all edges of G with preiselyone end in S. We denote the oboundary of S by �(S). (When S is a singleton fvg, wesimply write �(v) instead of �(fvg).) We refer to a subset of E that is the oboundaryof a subset of V as a ut of G. For any element x of RE and any ut C of G, we denotePe2C x(e) by x(C).Let M be any perfet mathing of G. For any vertex v of G, there is preisely one edgeof M inident with V . Thus, for any x in Poly(G), x(�(v)) = 1. Also, for any odd subsetS of V , jM \ �(S)j must be odd. Thus, x(�(S)) � 1.Theorem 1.1 (Edmonds, 1965)A vetor x in RE belongs to the mathing polytope Poly(G) of a graph G if and only if itsatis�es the following system of linear inequalities:x � 0 (non-negativity)x(�(v)) = 1 for all v 2 V (degree onstraints)x(�(S) � 1 for all odd S � V (odd set onstraints)A natural question that arises is whether there are simpler desriptions of Poly(G) thanthe one given above. This is indeed the ase for bipartite graphs. A vetor x in RE isr-regular if �(v) = r, for all v 2 V .Theorem 1.2For a bipartite graph G, a vetor x inRE belongs to Poly(G) if and only if it is non-negativeand 1-regular.There are non-bipartite graphs whose mathing polytopes onsist preisely of non-negative 1-regular vetors. However, in general, it is not possible to desribe the mathingpolytope of a graph just by the non-negativity and the degree onstraints. The vetorx shown in Figure 1 is non-negative and 1-regular, but it is not in the perfet mathingpolytope of the graph beause x(C) < 1 for the indiated ut C.The above observations suggest the following problem:Problem 1.3 Charaterize graphs G for whih a vetor in RE is in Poly(G) if and only ifit is non-negative and 1-regular.The appropriate ontext for studying this problem is the theory of mathing overedgraphs.2 Mathing Covered GraphsThe following theorem due to Tutte provides a haraterization of graphs that have a perfetmathing.
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Figure 1: A non-negative 1-regular vetor that is not in the mathing polytopeTheorem 2.1 (Tutte, 1947)A graph G has a perfet mathing if and only ifO(G� S) � jSj; for all S � V;where O(G� S) denotes the number of odd omponents of G� S.In a graph G with a perfet mathing, we shall refer to a subset B of V with O(G�B) =jBj as a barrier of G. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A barrierAn edge of a graph is admissible if there is a perfet mathing of the graph that ontainsit. (In the graph shown in Figure 2, edge e is inadmissible, all other edges are admissible.)The following haraterization of admissible edges may be dedued easily from Tutte'stheorem.Theorem 2.2Let G be a graph with a perfet mathing. An edge e of G is admissible if and only if thereis no barrier of G that ontains both ends of e.If an edge e of a graph G is not admissible, then xe = 0 for every vetor x in Poly(G).Thus, in studying the properties of mathing polytopes of graphs, we may restrit our



4 de Carvalho, Luhesi, and Murtyattention to graphs that do not ontain inadmissible edges. Furthermore, if a graph G isdisonneted and has G1, G2,...,Gk as its omponents, Poly(G) may be expressed as thesum of polytopes that are isomorphi to Poly(G1), Poly(G2),..., Poly(Gk). Thus, we mayrestrit our attention to graphs that are onneted.A mathing overed graph is a onneted graph in whih every edge is admissible. Thereis an extensive theory of mathing overed graphs (see [10℄, [9℄ and [1℄). We shall review be-low some of the de�nitions and theorems of this subjet that are essential for understandingthis note.2.1 Tight CutsEvery ut C in a mathing overed graphG is the oboundary of two omplementary subsetsof V alled the shores of C. For a ut C := �(X) of G, we denote the graph obtained fromG by shrinking the shore X to a single vertex x by GfX;xg, or simply by GfXg if there isno need to refer to the vertex resulting from shrinking X. Similarly, we denote the graphobtained from G by shrinking the shore X to a single vertex x by GfX ;xg, or simply byGfXg. We refer to GfXg and GfXg as the C-ontrations of G.Let G be a mathing overed graph. A ut C of a G is a separating ut of G if bothC-ontrations of G are also mathing overed and is tight ut of G if every perfet mathingof G has exatly one edge in C. Figure 3 shows several examples of tight uts.PSfrag replaements
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Figure 3: Tight CutsThe reason for our interest in tight uts is due to the following property they have:Proposition 2.3For any tight ut of a mathing overed graph G, both the C-ontrations of G are alsomathing overed.By the above proposition, every tight ut of a mathing overed graph is also a separatingut. However, the onverse is not true. For example, the ut C in Figure 1 is a separatingut but it is not tight.There are two important types of tight uts assoiated with nontrivial barriers and 2-separations that are not barriers. If B is a barrier of G and K is a nontrivial odd omponentof G � B, then �(K) is a tight ut; suh a tight ut is alled barrier ut. If fu; vg is a 2-separation of G and L is an even omponent of G�fu; vg, then �(L+ u) and �(L+ v) are



The Perfet Mathing Polytope and Solid Briks 5tight uts; suh tight uts are alled 2-separation uts. Figure 3(a) shows an example ofbarrier uts and Figure 3(b) shows an example of 2-separation uts.A mathing overed graph may have a tight ut that is neither a barrier ut nor a2-separation ut (see Figure 3()). However, graphs with nontrivial tight uts have thefollowing surprising property.Theorem 2.4 (Edmonds, Lov�asz and Pulleyblank, 1982; Szigeti, 2002)Any mathing overed graph that has a nontrivial tight ut has either a barrier ut or a2-separation ut.A mathing overed graph that is bipartite and has no nontrivial tight uts is a brae,and one that is non-bipartite and has no nontrivial tight uts is a brik. One may establishthe following haraterizations of braes and briks that lead to polynomial-time algorithmsfor their reognition. (The haraterization of briks requires Theorem 2.4.)Theorem 2.5A bipartite mathing overed graph G with bipartition (X;Y ) is a brae if and only if, forany two distint verties x1; x2 2 X and any two distint verties y1; y2 2 Y , the graphG� fx1; x2; y1; y2g has a perfet mathing.A graph G is biritial if G � fu; vg has a perfet mathing for any u; v 2 V (G). (Us-ing Tutte's Theorem, it an be shown that a biritial graph annot have any nontrivialbarriers.)Theorem 2.6A graph G is a brik if and only if it is 3-onneted and biritial.By Proposition 2.3, for any nontrivial tight ut C of a mathing overed graph G maybe deomposed into two smaller mathing overed graphs. Thus, by repeated deomposingalong nontrivial tight uts, any mathing overed graph may be deomposed into mathingovered graphs free of nontrivial tight uts, that is, into briks and braes. This proedureis known as a tight ut deomposition of G. (Figure 4 illustrates a tight ut deompositionalong the two indiated tight uts. The list of graphs resulting from this deomposition arethe 5-wheel W5, K4 and K3;3.)The tight ut deomposition proedure has the following striking property.Theorem 2.7 (Lov�asz, 1987)Any two tight ut deompositions of a mathing overed graph yield the same list of briksand braes (exept possibly for multipliities of edges).In partiular, any two tight ut deompositions of a mathing overed graph G yieldthe same number of briks; we denote this number by b(G). (The number of briks of thegraph in Figure 4 is two.) A near-brik is a mathing overed graph with just one brik.The properties of a mathing overed graph an often be analyzed by analyzing its briksand braes separately. For example:
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K3;3Figure 4: A tight ut deompositionTheorem 2.8Let G be a graph, C a tight ut of G and let G1 and G2 be the two C-ontrations of G. Avetor x in RE is in Poly(G) if and only if the restritions of x to E(G1) and E(G2) are inPoly(G1) and Poly(G2), respetively.Thus, to hek if a vetor x is in Poly(G), it suÆes to hek if the restritions of x tothe edge sets of the briks and braes of G are in their mathing polytopes.To further explore the onnetions between the perfet mathing polytope of a mathingovered graph G and its tight ut deompositions, we require the following notion. Let C bea family of uts of G. A vetor x in RE is said to be r-regular over C if x(C) = r for everyC 2 C. (Thus an r-regular vetor is one that is regular over the family of all trivial uts.)We denote the family of all tight uts (inluding all trivial uts) of G by T (G). Sine, forany tight ut C and any every perfet mathing M of G, jC \M j = 1, we have:Proposition 2.9Every vetor x in Poly(G) is 1-regular over T (G).When b(G) � 1 (that is, when G is either bipartite or is a near-brik), it an be shownthat regularity over the family of all trivial uts implies regularity over T (G). This is nottrue when b(G) > 1. Figure 5 shows an example of a 12-regular vetor that is not regularover T (G) (the tight ut C1 has weight 6).
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Figure 5: A regular vetor that is not regular over TFor the graph G in the above Figure, let x denote the vetor obtained by dividing allthe oeÆients in the above example by 12. This vetor x is non-negative and 1-regular.However, sine x(C1) = 12 < 1, x is not in Poly(G). Thus, the perfet mathing polytopeof this graph annot be desribed just by non-negativity and the degree onstraints.We have already noted that if G is bipartite, a vetor x in RE belongs to Poly(G) ifand only if it is non-negative and 1-regular. Thus, in seeking an answer to Problem 1.3, wemay restrit our attention to near-briks. In fat, in view of Theorem 2.8, we may restritour attention to briks.The appropriate generalization of Problem 1.3 to all mathing overed graphs is thefollowing:Problem 2.10 Charaterize mathing overed graphs G for whih a vetor in RE is inPoly(G) if and only if it is non-negative and 1-regular over T (G).2.2 The dimension of the perfet mathing polytopeThe mathing spae of G, denoted by Lin(G), is the set of all rational linear ombinationsof vetors in f�M :M 2M(G)g. Using Edmonds' Theorem one may establish the followingharaterization of the mathing spae.Theorem 2.11A vetor x in RE belongs to Lin(G) if and only if it is regular over T (G).Thus Lin(G) is the set of solutions to the following system of linear equations. (The\dummy variable" r, denoting the degree of regularity, an take any value.)x(C)� r = 0; C 2 T (G) (1)



8 de Carvalho, Luhesi, and MurtyWe shall denote the dimension of Lin(G) by dim(G). Edmonds, Lov�asz and Pulley-blank [8℄ determined the dim(G) by omputing the rank of the oeÆient matrix of theabove system of equations. The idea they used for omputing this rank was also ontainedin Naddef's earlier work [12℄.When G is bipartite, every vetor that is regular is also regular over T . Thus, the rankof the oeÆient matrix of (1) is the same as the rank of the inidene matrix of G whihis n� 1. Therefore, when G is bipartite dim(G) = m+ 1� (n� 1) = m� n+ 2.When G is a near-brik, it is still true that every vetor that is regular is also regularover T . But the rank of the inidene matrix of a non-bipartite graph is n. Thus, if b = 1,dim(G) = m+ 1� (n) = m� n+ 1.In general, given any non-bipartite mathing overed graph G, using a tight ut deom-position of G, it is possible to �nd b� 1 nontrivial tight uts C1, C2,...,Cb�1 suh that anyvetor that is regular over fr(v); v 2 V g[fC1; C2; :::; Cb�1g is also regular over T (G). (Forexample, for the graph in Figure 5, it an be shown that any vetor that is regular overfr(v); v 2 V g [ fC1g is also regular over T (G).) Thus the rank of the oeÆient matrixof (1) is at most n+ b�1. It an be shown, by indution on b, that the rank is in fat equalto n+ b� 1. We therefore have:Theorem 2.12 (Edmonds, Lov�asz, Pulleyblank, 1982)dim(G) = m� n+ 2� b:2.3 Removable EdgesAn edge e of a mathing overed graph G is removable if G � e is mathing overed. Aremovable edge e is b-invariant if b(G� e) = b(G). If an edge e of a mathing overed graphG is b-invariant, it follows from Theorem 2.12 that dim(G) = dim(G� e) + 1. In this ase,if B(G� e) is any basis of Lin(G� e) and Me is any perfet mathing of G ontaining theedge e, then B(G� e) [ f�Meg is a basis of Lin(G).Of the three briks shown in Figure 6, K4 and C6 do not have any removable edges.Although every edge of the Petersen graph P is removable, none is b-invariant. (Sine P isa brik, b(P ) = 1. However, it an be heked that, for any e of P , b(P � e) = 2.)PSfrag replaements K4 C6 PFigure 6: The three basi briksCon�rming a onjeture of Lov�asz, we proved the following theorem onerning theexistene of b-invariant edges in briks.



The Perfet Mathing Polytope and Solid Briks 9Theorem 2.13 (Carvalho, Luhesi, Murty, 2002)Every brik distint from the three basi briks shown in Figure 6 has a b-invariant edge.2.4 Charateristi of a Separating CutThe notion of the harateristi of a mathing overed graph, de�ned below, played aruial role in our proof of Theorem 2.13. Here we shall reall the pertinent properties ofthis parameter.For an odd ut C of a mathing overed graph G and eah for an odd integer i, wede�ne Mi(C) as follows: Mi(C) = fM :M 2M; jM \ C j = ig: (2)For eah separating ut C of G, the harateristi �(C) of C is de�ned as follows:�(C) := � minfi > 1 :Mi(C) 6= ;g; if C is not tight1; otherwise:The harateristi �(G) of a mathing overed graph G is de�ned as follows:�(G) := minf�(C) : C is separatingg:This parameter satis�es the following interesting properties.Theorem 2.14Let G be a mathing overed graph, and let e be a removable edge of G. Then �(G� e) ��(G).Theorem 2.15The harateristi of a mathing overed graph G is the minimum of the harateristis ofits briks and braes.A mathing overed graph G is solid if �(G) = 1. In other words, G is solid if, andonly if, eah of its separating uts is tight.It is easy to show that all bipartite mathing overed graphs are solid. In partiular,all braes are solid. However, not all briks are solid. For example, both C6 and P haveharateristis three and �ve, respetively, and hene, they are not solid. It follows fromTheorem 2.15 that a mathing overed graph G is solid if and only if eah of its briks issolid.To prove Theorem 2.13 it was neessary for us to establish a property of the Petersengraph that distinguishes it from all other briks. The following theorem, proved in [2℄,turned out to be what we needed.Theorem 2.16Every nonsolid brik has harateristi three or �ve. The only simple brik of harateristi�ve is the Petersen graph.



10 de Carvalho, Luhesi, and Murty2.5 Robust CutsOur attempts to prove Theorem 2.13 by indution led us to onsider separating uts (whihwere used earlier by Lov�asz in [9℄). Our strategy to prove that theorem was to �rst showthat every solid brik distint from K4 has a b-invariant edge and then to try to provethe assertion for nonsolid briks by deomposing them along separating uts and applyingindution. If C is a separating ut of a brik G, the two C-ontrations of G are mathingovered, by de�nition, but they need not be briks or even near-briks. This diÆulty hadto be overome before implementing our indutive strategy for proving Theorem 2.13. Thisled us to the notion of a robust ut. A ut C of a brik G is a robust ut of G if both theC-ontrations of G are near-briks. We proved the following theorem in [2℄.Theorem 2.17Every nonsolid brik has a robust ut.Our proof of Theorem 2.17 required the use of a ertain partial order de�ned on the setof all nontrivial separating uts of a brik. Let C and D be two nontrivial separating utsof a brik G. Cut D preedes C (written as D � C) if jM \D j � jM \C j for eah perfetmathing M of G. We were able to show that any nontrivial separating ut of a brik thatis minimal with respet to this preedene relation is a robust ut. Underlying this proofwas an algorithm whih aepts a separating ut of G as input and yields a robust ut ofG as output.3 The Mathing Polytope and Solid BriksIn this setion we shall provide an answer to Problem 1.3. In view of Theorem 2.8, we mayrestrit ourselves to briks.Theorem 3.1For a brik G, Poly(G) onsists of all non-negative 1-regular vetors if and only if G is solid.Proof: Firstly suppose that G is not solid. We wish to show that there is some non-negative1-regular vetor in RE that does not belong to Poly(G). Sine G is nonsolid, it has anontrivial separating ut C. Let M0 be a perfet mathing of G suh that jM0 \ Cj > 1.(Suh a perfet mathing must exit; otherwise C would be tight.) Also, sine C is separating,for every edge e of G, there is a perfet mathing Me of G suh that Me \ C = feg. Nowlet x := 1jM0j � 1 0�0�Xe2M0 �Me1A� �M01AClearly the vetor x is non-negative, 1-regular with x(C) < 1.Conversely, suppose that G is solid. We wish to prove that every non-negative 1-regularvetor in RE belongs to Poly(G). Assume to the ontrary that there is a non-negative1-regular vetor x that does not belong to Poly(G). Then, by Theorem 1.1 there must existodd uts C with x(C) < 1. Let C denote the set of all uts C for whih x(C) < 1 and let



The Perfet Mathing Polytope and Solid Briks 11D := �(Y ) be a ut in C that is minimal with respet to the preedene relation � de�nedin the previous setion. We shall obtain a ontradition by showing that D is a separatingut.Consider the D-ontration G1 := GfY g. We wish to show that G1 is mathing overed.If it is not, then either there is a subset S of V (G1) suh that either (i) O(G1 � S) > jSjor (ii) O(G1 � S) = jSj, but there is an edge e of G1 with both its end in S (see Figure 7).In either ase, there must be an odd omponent K of G1 � S for whih x(�(K)) < 1. Suha omponent is learly nontrivial. One may verify that K � D, ontraditing the hoie ofD. Therefore G1 is mathing overed. Similarly, G2 := GfSg is also mathing overed andD is a separating ut. A ontradition. 2
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Figure 7: Finding a separating ut using preedeneThe above theorem may also be proved using the well-known haraterization of thefaets of the mathing polytope. From this theorem, we may now dedue the followinganswer to Problem 2.10.Theorem 3.2The perfet mathing polytope Poly(G) of a mathing overed graph G onsists of non-negative and 1-regular over T (G) if and only if G is solid.4 A Charaterization of Solid BriksIf a brik G is nonsolid, a separating ut of G serves as a suint erti�ate for demon-strating that G is nonsolid. Thus, the problem of deiding whether or not an input brik Gis solid is in o�NP . We do not know if this deision is problem is in NP. In this setionwe shall present the following attrative haraterization of nonsolid briks that may behelpful in onstruting examples of solid.Theorem 4.1 (Reed and Wakabayashi, 2003)A brik G has a nontrivial separating ut if and only if it has two disjoint odd iruits C1and C2 suh that G� (V (C1) [ V (C2)) has a perfet mathing.



12 de Carvalho, Luhesi, and MurtyThe proof of the above theorem that we shall present here is based on the followingre�nement of Theorem 2.17 proved in [2℄. (See the Aknowledgment for an aount of thegenesis of this theorem.)Theorem 4.2Let G be a brik that has a nontrivial separating ut. Then there exist subsets X and Y ofV suh that:1. Y � X ,2. the graphs G1 := GfXg and G2 := GfY g are briks, and3. the graph G0 obtained from G by shrinking X to a vertex x and Y to a vertex yis a bipartite mathing overed graph ontaining x and y in di�erent parts of itsbipartition. (See Figure 8.)
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YFigure 8: Robust uts in nonsolid briksA graph G is ritial if G � v has a perfet mathing for eah v 2 V . Clearly, any oddiruit is ritial. In fat, any ritial graph G has an ear-deomposition (G1; G2; :::; Gr)suh that G1 is an odd iruit and, for 2 � i � r, Gi is obtained from Gi�1 by adding anodd ear. We therefore have:Lemma 4.3 (Lov�asz)Every nontrivial ritial graph G ontains an odd iruit C suh that G�V (C) has a perfetmathing.In addition to the above lemma, we require the following two lemmas. We shall refer toa subset X of V suh that G[X℄ is ritial as a ritial set.Lemma 4.4Let G be a mathing overed graph and let X be a ritial subset of V and let C := �(X).Then the C-ontration G1 := GfX;xg is mathing overed.Proof: Clearly G1 is onneted. Sine G[X℄ is ritial, for any vertex v in X, the graphG1 � fu; xg has a perfet mathing. It follows that G1 has a perfet mathing and thatthere is no nontrivial barrier of G1 ontaining x. Suppose that there is an edge e := uv of



The Perfet Mathing Polytope and Solid Briks 13G1 that is not admissible. Then there is a barrier B of G1 ontaining u and v. By the aboveobservation, x is not a vertex of B. Thus x is in one of the omponents of G1 � B. Butthis implies that B is also a barrier of G and that e is inadmissible in G. This is impossiblebeause, by hypothesis, G is mathing overed. 2Lemma 4.5 (See [10℄)If we delete one vertex from eah part of any bipartite mathing overed graph. the resultinggraph has a perfet mathing.Theorem 4.6A brik G is nonsolid if and only if there exists a ritial subset X of V suh that there isanother ritial subset Y of V disjoint from X with the property that G � (X [ Y ) has aperfet mathing.Proof: Firstly, suppose that G has a separating ut. Then, by Theorem 4.2, there exist twosubsets X and Y of V satisfying the three onditions in the statement of that Theorem.Sine GfXg and GfY g are biritial, G[X℄ and G[Y ℄ are ritial. And, by Lemma 4.5,G� (X [ Y ) has a perfet mathing.Conversely, suppose that G is a brik and it has subsets X satisfying the hypothesis. Ofall the ritial subsets that satisfy those onditions, hoose X for whih �(X) is minimalwith respet to preedene. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that G1 := GfX;xg is mathingovered. To omplete the proof, it suÆes to show that G2 := GfX ;xg is mathing overed.Clearly G2 is onneted. Let S be any maximal subset of V (G2) suh that O(G2�S) � jSj.Sine G itself is a brik, x must be a vertex of S. By the maximality of S, eah omponent ofG2�S is odd and ritial. Furthermore, by hypothesis G� (X [Y ) has a perfet mathingand, sine G[Y ℄ is ritial, for any y 2 Y , G2�fx; yg has a perfet mathing. From this wean onlude that O(G2 � S) = jSj and that Y is a subset of the vertex set of one of theomponents of G2�S. It follows that O(G�S) annot be greater than jSj and hene thatG2 has a perfet mathing and that S is a barrier of G2. (See Figure 9.)Suppose now that G2 has an inadmissible edge e. Then there exists a maximal barrierS of G2 that ontains both ends of e. Arguing as above we may onlude that x 2 S, allomponents of G2 � S are odd and ritial and that the vertex set of a single omponentof G2 � S ontains Y . Let Z be the vertex set of the omponent of G2 � S that ontainsS. From the fat that G2 � fx; yg has a perfet mathing for any y 2 Y , it follows thatG � (Z [ X) has a perfet mathing. Clearly jM \ �(Z)j � jM \ �(X)j, for any perfetmathing M of G. On the other hand, if Me is any perfet mathing of G ontaining e,jMe \ �(Z)j < jMe \ �(X)j. Thus �(Z) stritly preedes �(X). As Z and X are disjointritial sets and G� (Z [X) has a perfet mathing, the hoie of X is ontradited. Weonlude that G2 is mathing overed and that �(X) is a separating ut of G. 2We note that underlying the above proof there is an algorithm. Given any pair of disjointritial subsets X and Y of V suh that G� (X [Y ) has a perfet mathing, this algorithman be used to �nd a separating ut of G.In view of Lemma 4.3, Theorem 4.1 is a orollary of Theorem 4.6.
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ye Figure 9: A perfet mathing of G2 � fx; yg5 Examples of Solid BriksTheorem 4.1 an be used show that ertain lasses of briks are solid. A graph is odd-interyli if any two of its odd iruits have at least one vertex in ommon. It followsfrom Theorem 4.1 that every odd-interyli brik is solid. (This fat an be established bysimple arguments, see [1℄.) Odd wheels and M�obius ladders desribed below are examplesof odd-interyli solid briks.Odd Wheels: The wheel of order n � 3, denoted by Wn, is obtained by adjoining a vertexh to a iruit R of length n and joining it to eah vertex of R; h and R are referred to asthe hub and the rim of Wn, respetively. (The wheel W3 of order three is isomorphi to K4;any one of its four verties may be regarded as its hub.) A wheel is odd or even aording tothe parity of its order. It is easy to show that every odd wheel is an odd-interyli brik.M�obius ladder: The ladder L2n, n � 2, is obtained from two disjoint paths (x1; x2; :::; xn)and (y1; y2; :::; yn) by adding the edges xiyi, 1 � i � n. The M�obius ladder M2n, n � 2,is obtained from L2n by joining x1 to yn and y1 to xn. This graph is Hamiltonian and isisomorphi to the ubi graph obtained from the iruit (0; 1; :::; 2n � 1) by joining eahvertex i to the vertex i+ n (mod 2n). It an be shown that, for any odd integer n � 3,M2n is a brae, and for any even integer n � 2, M2n is an odd-interyli brik.A omplete haraterization of odd-interyli graphs was disovered more than tenyears ago by Gerards et al [7℄. An in�nite lass of odd-interyli graphs may be obtainedas follows. Let H be a 2-onneted planar bipartite graph and let (v1; v2; :::; v2k) be a faialiruit of H. Obtain G from H by joining, for 1 � i � k, the verties vi and vi+k by a newedge. Suh a graph G has an embedding on the projetive plane so that all faes are evenand it is not too diÆult to see that it is is odd-interyli. See Figure 10.We do not know the answer to the following problem.Problem 5.1 Charaterize odd-interyli briks.
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Figure 11: The solid brik G := S2n+26 Separating Cut DeompositionsBy onsidering ut-ontrations with respet to nontrivial separating uts, one may deom-pose a mathing overed graph G into graphs that are free of nontrivial separating uts. (Inpartiular, one may deompose a brik into solid briks.) We shall refer to suh a deompo-sition as a separating ut deomposition of G. Unfortunately, separating ut deompositionsdo not have many of the attrative and useful properties, suh as uniqueness, enjoyed bytight ut deompositions. For example, a brik may have two separating ut deomposi-tions giving rise to di�erent numbers of solid briks, see [3℄. However, in spite of this, webelieve that separating ut deompositions would be useful in understanding the strutureof mathing overed graphs (as they were in our work [1℄ and [2℄).7 AknowledgmentThe notion of a solid brik was introdued by us in [1℄. We made ruial use of the propertiesof solid briks in our proof of a onjeture of Lov�asz onerning briks (see [1℄ and [2℄). Butwe were unable to determine the omplexity status of the problem of deiding whether ornot a given brik is solid. To the best of our knowledge, this problem is still open.In January 2003, Cl�audio Luhesi was invited to present a series of letures at theUniversity of S~ao Paulo (USP) on the above-mentioned unsolved problem. During theourse of these letures, Cristina Fernandes raised the following perspiaious question: Isit true that a brik G is solid if and only if its perfet mathing polytope is determined bynon-negativity and the degree onstraints. The answer to this question happens to be `yes',as demonstrated by Theorem 3.1. This was ontained in the work that Luhesi did in 2001([11℄) on the perfet mathing one of a brik.
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